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“He (the sailor) knows that he will not follow a straight line; the changing winds alone will not allow for that.
Instead, he will travel in a zigzag-like pattern.

By tacking, the sailor travels a short distance, maximizing the winds and avoiding hazards. He then analyzes where
he is in relationship to his destination, adjusts the sails, redirects the boat and continues the zag part of his travels.
After another short distance he again evaluates his relationship to the destination and adjusts.”

The Toilet Paper Entrepreneur by Mike Michalowicz

In our PCI Commentary last quarter, entitled “Anchors Aweigh!” we examined the impact of setting a benchmark in
defining the range of opportunities available to clients with identical risk budgets. The benchmark becomes an
anchor for both inputs (the assets held in a portfolio) and outputs (portfolio performance). Select a benchmark that
performs well and delivering above average investment performance is plain sailing for a discretionary manager.
Select a benchmark that performs poorly and delivery of merely average investment performance versus the peer
group can be extremely challenging. Keeping the sailing metaphor going, faced with a performance headwind, to
succeed requires a manager to take advantage of wind shifts and avoid hazards by judicious tacking.

In this PCI Commentary, we examine the two vectors of value-added available to a discretionary manager with a
multi-asset class mandate, namely: market momentum and portfolio construction skill. Looking back at data over the
last decade, we consider which of these two vectors has been the most important and looking into our crystal ball
we consider which is likely to be so in the future.

It will always be possible to identify in hindsight a multi-asset class “passive” exchange traded fund that has delivered
performance above the average discretionary private client manager. That is analogous to picking a benchmark that
has historically delivered superior risk-adjusted returns. But will it continue to do so in the future? This uncertainty
explains why most private clients prefer to appoint a discretionary manager who can trim the sails of their portfolio
to suit the prevailing economic and financial winds.

To anticipate our findings, from the low point of equity markets in the aftermath of global financial crisis in February
2009, investors have enjoyed a global equity bull market for the past nine years, underpinned by unpreceded
expansionary monetary policy by central banks.  Sustained positive market momentum has made taking additional
risk to increase portfolio returns a very successful strategy.

However, with almost all risk assets at historically high valuations and growing evidence of inflationary pressures
causing interest rates across the world to rise, it seems likely that more challenging financial market conditions lie
ahead. Absent positive market momentum, the portfolio construction skill of discretionary managers is likely to
become the dominant performance differentiator.

Setting the neutral allocation
Once an investor has identified their objectives, understood their appetite and ability to take risks and identified any
constraints to be considered when setting the investment policy, the next step is to design a strategic asset allocation
(‘SAA’). The SAA embodies the asset allocation that is believed to have the highest likelihood of achieving the desired
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outcome given the requirements of the investment policy. The SAA can be considered a neutral point around which
the discretionary manager can respond to market events and seek to enhance performance through shorter term
asset allocation decisions (tactical asset allocation) and selecting superior investments and funds (stock selection).

For this analysis, the ARC Sterling Steady Growth Reference Index has been used to represent an SAA that might be
suitable for investors willing and able to accept a portfolio with a risk budget of around 60 – 80% of the risk of global
equities.

Asset Class
ARC Sterling Steady Growth Reference Index
Low (%) Neutral (%) High (%)

Cash 0 5 15
UK Equity 10 20 30

World Equity 25 35 45
Emerging Market Equity 0 5 15

Government Bonds 0 10 20
Corporate Bonds 0 10 20

Commodities 0 5 15

Hedge Funds 0 10 20

The neutral asset allocation might be expected to exhibit a risk profile of circa 0.7 times that of global equities with a
range of 60 – 80% of the risk of global equities.

Market Momentum
With the SAA as the neutral asset allocation, a discretionary manager may increase or decrease the level of portfolio
risk depending on their view of market momentum. Such adjustments can be thought of as moving the red dot on
the Sharpe chart below up or down the grey line. The investment guidelines effectively set the upper and lower
bounds, these being illustrated in the chart below at relative risk limits of 0.6 and 0.8 times that of global equities.

In the period from Feb-09 to Jun-18, the
range of returns available from changing
the risk level of a portfolio was 2.5% per
annum as illustrated by the green
arrowhead.

Thus, the impact of market momentum
over the last nine years, for a typical
private client discretionary portfolio with
a steady growth mandate, has been very
significant.

The performance differential between a bullish and bearish manager over the last nine years has been circa 25
percentage points. Harnessing market momentum has been a very successful strategy.
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Portfolio Construction Skill
Private client discretionary managers not only make market momentum decisions on the risk positioning of a
portfolio but also seek to enhance performance through portfolio construction skill. The success of managers in this
endeavour can be measured by examining the range of portfolio returns in the ARC PCI Universe for a defined risk
budget, that being all portfolios with a volatility of between 60 – 80% that of global equities. The results are set out
in the Sharpe chart below and encompass a peer group of over 10,000 portfolios.

The red arrow between the dotted red
lines indicates the range of returns
attributed to portfolio construction skill
over the last nine years.

At around 1.4% per annum, the impact of
portfolio construction skill has been
significantly less than the impact of the
market momentum decision (as shown by
the green arrow).

The performance differential attributable to portfolio construction skill over the last nine years has been circa 13
percentage points, around half that available from market momentum.

Conclusions
In this article, we have considered the performance impact of the discretion given to multi-asset class managers to
move up and down the risk spectrum and to apply their skill in populating a portfolio.

 The red box in the above diagram reveals the range of outcomes from combining market momentum and
portfolio construction skill over the last nine years. It demonstrates that even the most skilful manager has not
been able to compensate for being underweight risk assets by portfolio construction skill.

 BUT, whilst in strongly rising markets, portfolio construction skill has been overwhelmed by market
momentum, the same result is unlikely to hold true should financial markets return to a more normal
behaviour pattern.

 Our analysis suggests that as the tail wind of market momentum fades, the relative and absolute importance
of portfolio construction skill increases. As financial markets begin to face headwinds, tacking skill will come to
the fore and the impact of portfolio construction skill is likely to at least double!

For further information:
Graham Harrison, Managing Director, +44 (0) 1481 817777, graham.harrison@assetrisk.com
A full list of Data Contributors to PCI is available at www.suggestus.com
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